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 by Grand Velas Riviera Maya 

Tropical Extreme 

"Transcending Boundaries"

Granada has a wild and adventurous terrain, and with Tropical Extreme,

you can make most of it. They cover thrilling adventure sports such as

kayaking, canoeing, rafting, bungee jumping and canyoning-and you

could have a lifetime of memories after being a part of these thrills. They

also host bachelor parties, paintball and pool parties with unlimited drinks,

and what's more, all crafted to meet specific arrangements of the guests.

Tropical Extreme pushes boundaries and gives you a taste of the much-

coveted extremes.

 +34 660080565  www.tropicalextreme.com

/

 info@tropicalextreme.com  Gran Via de Colon nº10-6ºD,

Granada

 by jenny downing   

Glovento Sur 

"Granada From The Skies"

The whole of Andalusia is a breathtaking terrain: the Sierra Nevada

mountains, the rivers and the green lands of Granada invite for some

serious adventuring. Miguel Juliá Garrido decided to venture the Glovento

Sur just for that. Glovento Sur gives you one of the most memorable times

of your life, when you see the whole of Granada from up above, standing

in a hot air balloon! The colorful balloons show you Granada's finest- the

Alhambra, Sacromonte, the skull of Alzayzin, and the City's metro region.

The sight is absolutely spell-binding, and the experience is one of the

best. Glovento Sur should not be missed for the world!

 +34 958 29 0316  www.gloventosur.com/  info@gloventosur.com  De Nevot Street/ Alley 4,

Granada

 by Fevi in Pictures   

Granaltura 

"Gliding Over Granada"

Granada's terrain is breathtakingly beautiful, and varied. Granaltura

Parapente uses this typographical aspect to full advantage, along with

paragliding, showing you the beautiful Andalusian territory from up

above! When you're done with the introductory lessons (they span for two

days), you take off from from a cliff edge-Las Rozas-and glide over the

scenic Cenes de la Vega valley. You could also choose the tandem flight

for which no prior training or experience is required; a professional pilot

would handle the flying-business while you just sit back in the glider's

chair, and make the most of that ecstatic sight. Granaltura Parapente

shows the beauty of Granada from another, higher perspective, and

should not be missed!

 +34 622325517  www.granaltura.es/  Carretera Sierra Nevada 95, Cenes de

la Vega, Granada
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 by Daniel Sancho   

Sierra Nevada 

"Beautiful Mountain Range"

This mountain chain offers great skiing in winter and abundant wildlife in

spring and summer. Home to Spain's one of the largest ski areas, this

mountain range is visited by tourists in large numbers. It has all the

facilities you need for a week's holiday or a simple day trip. Natural Park

status of this mountain range means the wildlife is protected. Come up in

late spring and summer and you'll see a rich variety of wild flowers and

butterflies along with bird life and wild mountain goats. There's a high-

altitude fitness-training center here equipped with fantastic facilities. In

summer, trekkers and mountaineers from across the globe try to conquer

Mulhacén, highest peak in mainland Spain.

 Sierra Nevada, Granada
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